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2) Each outgoing leader was to have no heirs, and if there was any,

the heirs were te fnarry barren wor_nen._(Sç far', Washington has been
the only one that has kept this ritual.)
Because these Ancients permitted this change of power, they would be
held in ignorance and would not be able to practice their religion.
3") Should there be an heir that becomes a follower of another Jehiovah or be accountable to another Ancient type ritual, then the
power of the Jehíovah divides by two and is lost.
One only has to study THE CLIVEDEN SET of Britian and the descendants
and know that half the power is gone.
Now we come to the Ancient dog'ts.
one must never attack another Ancient tribe because they have the saxpe elan equations and arrangements and are family and are
brother
and sisters.
a)
l) Should you attack an Ancient tribe and destroy it, you will be
without the pyotection of the CREATOR, GREAT SPIRIT and your people
will believe in false spirits.
2) Should you attack an Ancient tribe and be driven back, you will be given a time to change your ways but it must be done
before the three cycles of the Great Spirit of time.
3) Should you not change your ways before the third cycle of the Great
Serpent begins, your power will cease and you will become the judged.
Well! Lets see! There was Veitnam(l) I don't know if Korea counts.
Lets hope it doesn't but if it does, I'rn totally unprepared to go on a
GREAT MIGRATION.
So, plan, Russia must leave Afghanistan to break the power of
George Washington. Whether AFGHANISTAN is second or third, it really
doesn't matter. The issues of this religion have been broken and the power
is up for grabs.
The only other alternative that would settle the issues beyond a questior
of a doubt, would be a NUCLEAR HOLOCUST. The dangerous alternative
wouldbe the one that will be used. It still doesn't matter because these
Ancients laws are not revocable. To visit any Indian reservation in this
country, thefe is not enough Ancient knowledge for rituals left to
they could step in and stop its destiny.

